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Abstract
Therapy is an emotionally laden event, both for individuals seeking therapeutic intervention and the therapists who provide it. While the recognition of emotions in the general population has been a popular topic of research, very little research has been conducted into the emotional competencies, or more specifically, emotion recognition and awareness of therapists. In addition, there are few studies on the effectiveness of emotion recognition training for therapists’ emotional competencies, which is surprising given the innately emotional moments that clients and therapists experience during therapeutic work. This study aimed to address these gaps by investigating the association between emotional recognition, awareness, practice, and training. Fifty five therapists made up of clinical psychologists, counsellors, and a psychotherapist completed an online task that involved completion of a social-emotional orientated questionnaire and an emotion recognition task. Of these 55 participants, 26 completed an emotion recognition training before completing the same task again, two weeks later, while the remainder 29 participants were instructed to participate in no emotion recognition training. The results revealed that, compared to the no treatment condition, those who received emotion recognition training were more accurate in their recognition of emotions and also reported higher use of therapeutic emotional practice. Unexpectedly, participants who completed emotion recognition training reported less emotional awareness than the control group. Related to this, an inverse relationship was found between emotion recognition ability and self-reported emotional awareness, as well as the finding for some support for an inverse relationship between emotion recognition ability and self-reported use of emotional practice. There are two implications of this research; first, emotion recognition training increases therapists’ accuracy in emotion recognition, and second, therapists may need to be provided
emotional practice feedback by an alternative form rather than through supervision or client outcome. This is due to an inverse relationship being found between participants’ actual and perceived emotional awareness. Therefore, future research into social-emotional practices and client outcomes will be advised to be considered. The limitations of the study and areas for future research are also discussed.
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Prologue

I was interested in mental health and treatment when I first met my supervisors. I had found my undergraduate papers fascinating, especially those on behaviour and cognition, and I had investigated the relationship between rumination and depression as part of a directed study. After listening to my supervisors’ research backgrounds, it appeared evident that not enough research had been conducted on emotion in therapy, and especially in relation to therapists’ emotional skills. This surprised me. I found it difficult to understand why emotion, which I could envisage being at the forefront of therapy, had not received much research interest. Would it be helpful to study emotion in therapy? My honours research topic was created from these discussions and wonderings.

My inquiry began when I investigated the relationship between therapists’ emotional practices and their ability to recognise emotion in my honours research. I also compared the accuracy of therapists’ emotional awareness with how accurate they perceived themselves to be. Support was found for the use of emotional skills to positively influence therapists’ ability to recognise emotion, and for greater feedback needed for therapists’ regarding their emotion awareness skills. However, several questions were left unanswered, and out of these questions my current doctorate research emerged. Would a training specifically aimed at improving emotion recognition ability have an influence on therapists’ emotional practice and awareness? Are such skills able to be learnt and/or improved? Consequently, the core aim of this current project is to investigate the effectiveness of emotion recognition training on therapists’ practice, as this gap was evident within the literature. If support can be found for emotion recognition training and thereby increasing therapists’ ability to recognise client emotions’, then it could be hypothesised that the implementation of such training
could lead to positive therapeutic outcomes. Since therapy is an emotional interaction, possible beneficial outcomes of training could include therapists being better able to recognise their clients’ emotions in therapy as well as how they respond emotionally during therapy.

Throughout my research journey I have considered what potential barriers could explain the lack of research on therapists’ emotional skills. A potential explanation that seemed to be continually evident was therapist apprehensiveness to participate. Based on my own and others’ experience conducting emotion-based studies, it was often difficult gaining therapist participant interest and maintaining participation. On reflection, I could see how such apprehension could form. It could be intimidating; being deemed a qualified mental health professional and having your emotion skills tested, as surely a therapist would do well at such task, right? After all, is therapy not a space for people to discuss and address their emotions? Is it expected that emotional skills are taught to therapists so they become proficient at recognising emotion? As a real life example of the apprehension I am referring to, I distinctly remember discussing my research with a healthcare professional at a casual event; they appeared shocked that such research was being conducted, and seemed to feel challenged and intimidated at the thought of participating.

Thinking about my own training to become a therapist, emotion was not a topic that was dealt with extensively, unlike the emphasis placed on cognitions and behaviour. Emotion-based therapies were discussed in my training, but discussions were very few regarding emotion recognition, how this might influence practice, and/or possible implications of such moments. In a practical sense, it personally was not until my internship year during supervision when the importance of client emotions became particularly evident to me. Some of the most challenging questions my supervisors
asked me were my perceptions of my clients’ feelings. I remember feeling hesitant answering these questions, as I often had an opinion but I felt it was based on intuition rather than something I had explicitly been taught. Maybe the feeling I had in these moments was a demonstration of how therapists might feel about participating in emotion research. Are there right answers when it comes to emotion recognition, and if so, how do you know if you are right? Is it something that can be taught and improved?

It was, and still is, exciting to be contributing to an area of limited research that involves the profession I am striving to be a part of. My hope is that this research will encourage a discussion about the importance of emotion recognition in therapy. In addition, I hope this will provide thought for those constructing therapist training programmes; that emotion recognition will be considered as a topic in the therapist-training curriculum. If emotion recognition training was found to have a beneficial effect on client outcomes, then it would seem appropriate for therapist training programme providers to teach skills to allow training therapists to recognise their clients’ emotions. Furthermore, doing so would enable therapists to be competently responsive to the emergence of emotion in therapy. I have experienced the positive impact of accurately reflecting to a client the emotion they were referring to during therapy. My impression of such moments is it communicates to the client that their therapist is engaged and understands their world. This in turn promotes a stronger therapeutic relationship. Furthermore, teaching emotion-based skills to therapists may improve their confidence in handling emotions, enabling them to view emotions as opportunities to foster rapport and change rather than a powerful force to avoid.
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